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Appendix to part 4Appendix to part 4 -- 160 meters Path Analysis 160 meters Path Analysis 
from IV3PRK  (46.1N 13.1E)  to  KH6  (20.6N 157.5W)from IV3PRK  (46.1N 13.1E)  to  KH6  (20.6N 157.5W)

Four hypothesis:
1. 350° - short path over 

the North Pole
2. 300° - skewed path over 

southern USA
3. 270° - skewed path over 

northern South America
4. 220° - skewed path 

parallel to the Terminator
n All cases for Jan.7,1994 

at 05.15Z
SSN: 30  - A Ind.: 5

Following in Appendix B

n Path analysis for a 
IK2DFZ/KH6CC QSO of 
Jan.11,2005 at 16.41 Z 
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11 = from KH6 to IV3prk = from KH6 to IV3prk –– bearing 7° Short Pathbearing 7° Short Path-- 12500 km12500 km
sweep 5° sweep 5° (via E: ends at 5700 km)(via E: ends at 5700 km) -- 15°and 25° 15°and 25° (via F: (via F: ends at 7200 kmends at 7200 km))

Aurora oval/KL7Aurora oval/KL7 Aurora oval/ JXAurora oval/ JX

KH6KH6 IV3IV3
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1 1 = from KH6 to IV3 = from KH6 to IV3 –– Short Path Short Path -- bearing 7° 12500 km bearing 7° 12500 km 
sweep 5sweep 5--1515--25° (best at 25°: 5.500 km via F 25° (best at 25°: 5.500 km via F –– skew 50 km south)skew 50 km south)

KH6KH6

IV3IV3

North North 
PolePole
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11 = Proplab Plasma frequencies = Proplab Plasma frequencies 
from KH6 bearing 7°to 24N /18E: 15.000 km. over IV3from KH6 bearing 7°to 24N /18E: 15.000 km. over IV3

North PoleNorth Pole IV3IV3KH6KH6
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11 = from IV3 to KH6 = from IV3 to KH6 –– Short PathShort Path -- bearing 350° 12500 km bearing 350° 12500 km 
sweep 5°(3E)sweep 5°(3E)--15°(3F)15°(3F)--25° (4 F 25° (4 F –– skew 50 km south)skew 50 km south)

IV3IV3

KH6KH6

North North 
PolePole
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1 1 = from IV3 bearing 350° to 1S 159W = from IV3 bearing 350° to 1S 159W --15000km over KH615000km over KH6

IV3IV3 KH6KH6North PoleNorth Pole
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1 1 = from KH6 to IV3 = from KH6 to IV3 –– Short Path Short Path -- bearing 7° 12500 kmbearing 7° 12500 km
from Prop7 by VE7VV: 48 dB between 05.00 and 05.15 Zfrom Prop7 by VE7VV: 48 dB between 05.00 and 05.15 Z
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22 = from KH6 beaming 64°= from KH6 beaming 64° to 1N 15W 15000 kmto 1N 15W 15000 km
crossing the 300° ray from IV3 at 7000 km over W4 (AL)crossing the 300° ray from IV3 at 7000 km over W4 (AL)
Ray yellow: 5° Ray yellow: 5° -- green: 15° to 7500 km green: 15° to 7500 km -- blue: 25°blue: 25°

W4 W4 -- AlaAla

KH6KH6

300° ray from IV3300° ray from IV3
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22 = from KH6 beaming 64° to 1N 15W 15000 km= from KH6 beaming 64° to 1N 15W 15000 km
crossing the 300° ray from IV3 at 7000 km over W4(AL) crossing the 300° ray from IV3 at 7000 km over W4(AL) 15°: 3F to 4000 km 15°: 3F to 4000 km 
shown here  25°:  to 5700 km with 60 km skew shown here  25°:  to 5700 km with 60 km skew to southto south (from 1000 to 3000 km)(from 1000 to 3000 km)

KH6KH6

W4W4
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2 2 = from KH6 beaming 64° to 1N 15W 15000 km = from KH6 beaming 64° to 1N 15W 15000 km 
crossing the 300° ray from IV3 at 7000 km over W4 (AL)crossing the 300° ray from IV3 at 7000 km over W4 (AL)

KH6KH6 FL/OceanFL/OceanOcean/CAOcean/CA

W4 W4 –– Ala.Ala. 20N 47W20N 47W

Central AtlanticCentral Atlantic
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2 2 = from IV3 beaming 300° = from IV3 beaming 300° to 14S to 14S –– 126W 126W -- 15000 km15000 km
target on W4 (AL) 33N target on W4 (AL) 33N --86W: 8000 km 86W: 8000 km –– sweep 5°sweep 5°--15°15°--25°25°
Best at 25° Best at 25° -- 6500 km with 150 km skew to north6500 km with 150 km skew to north

IV3IV3

W4W4
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2 2 = from IV3 beaming 300° to 14S = from IV3 beaming 300° to 14S –– 126W 15000 km 126W 15000 km 
crossing at 8000 km the 64° ray from KH6 over W4 (AL)crossing at 8000 km the 64° ray from KH6 over W4 (AL)

IV3IV3 VO1VO1 XE3XE3

W4 Ala.W4 Ala.

Magnetic EquatorMagnetic Equator
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22 –– hypothesis of path over Southern UShypothesis of path over Southern US
left: from KH6 on 64° ray with skew to south and short ductingleft: from KH6 on 64° ray with skew to south and short ducting
right: from IV3 on 300° ray with skew to north : right: from IV3 on 300° ray with skew to north : It does not workIt does not work

DuctDuct
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3 3 = from KH6 beaming 88° to 14S 21W = from KH6 beaming 88° to 14S 21W –– 15000 km  15000 km  
crossing the 270° ray from IV3 over HK at 9000 kmcrossing the 270° ray from IV3 over HK at 9000 km
Sweep angle 5° (yellow) Sweep angle 5° (yellow) –– 15° (green) 15° (green) –– 25° (blue)25° (blue)

HKHK

KH6KH6

270°  ray 270°  ray 
from IV3from IV3
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3 3 = KH6 beaming 88° to cross 270° ray from IV3= KH6 beaming 88° to cross 270° ray from IV3
sweepsweep 55°(3E),°(3E),1515°(3F)°(3F) and 25° (and 25° (9000 km with 9000 km with ducting andducting and skew to northskew to north ))

Crossing point Crossing point 
over HKover HK

KH6KH6
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3 3 = from KH6 beaming 88° to 14S 21W = from KH6 beaming 88° to 14S 21W –– 15000 km  15000 km  
crossing the 270° ray from IV3 over HK at 9000 kmcrossing the 270° ray from IV3 over HK at 9000 km

KH6KH6

HKHK

Magnetic Magnetic 
EquatorEquator

DuctingDucting
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33 = from IV3 beaming 270° to 29S = from IV3 beaming 270° to 29S –– 112 W 15000 km 112 W 15000 km 
sweepsweep 5°,15°(5°,15°(over 3000kmover 3000km) and 25° () and 25° (5800 km with 5800 km with 300 km 300 km skewing to northskewing to north ))

Crossing point Crossing point 
over HKover HK

IV3IV3
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3 3 = from IV3 beaming 270° to 29S = from IV3 beaming 270° to 29S –– 112 W 15000 km 112 W 15000 km 
crossing the 88° ray from KH6 over HK at 9500 kmcrossing the 88° ray from KH6 over HK at 9500 km

IV3IV3

HKHK

Magnetic Magnetic 
EquatorEquator
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33 –– hypothesis of hypothesis of path skewingpath skewing (red line) and  (red line) and  ductingducting
left: from KH6 on 88° ray with ductleft: from KH6 on 88° ray with duct–– right: from IV3 on 270° rayright: from IV3 on 270° ray

DuctDuct

Great circle

Great circle Gr
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4 4 = from KH6 beaming 138° to VP8= from KH6 beaming 138° to VP8-- 51S 58W51S 58W
crossing the 220° ray from IV3 at 12400 km crossing the 220° ray from IV3 at 12400 km ––Parallel to TerminatorParallel to Terminator
Sweep angle 5° (yellow) Sweep angle 5° (yellow) –– 15° (green = best) 15° (green = best) –– 25° (blue)25° (blue)

KH6KH6 VP8VP8

220° ray 220° ray 
from IV3from IV3
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44 = = from KH6 beaming 138° to VP8: 51S 58W from KH6 beaming 138° to VP8: 51S 58W -- 12400 km 12400 km 
Sweep 5°Sweep 5°--15°15°--25°(skew north + duct) 25°(skew north + duct) –– Parallel to the terminatorParallel to the terminator

KH6KH6

VP8VP8
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44 = from KH6 beaming 138° to VP8 51S 58W = from KH6 beaming 138° to VP8 51S 58W -- 12400 km 12400 km 
sweep 21°:less skew sweep 21°:less skew –– 23°:largest skew and duct23°:largest skew and duct –– 25°: middle trace25°: middle trace
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4 4 = KH6 beaming 138° to 47S 19W  15000 km = KH6 beaming 138° to 47S 19W  15000 km 
going to cross 220° ray from IV3 over VP8 at 12.400 kmgoing to cross 220° ray from IV3 over VP8 at 12.400 km
Parallel to the terminatorParallel to the terminator

KH6KH6

TerminatorTerminator

Crossing Crossing 
VP8VP8

Magnetic EquatorMagnetic Equator

DuctingDucting
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44 = from IV3 beaming 220° to VP8 = from IV3 beaming 220° to VP8 -- 51S 58W 51S 58W –– 12800 km 12800 km 

sweep 5°(3E)sweep 5°(3E)--15°(4F)15°(4F)--25°(5F with 200 km skew to north)25°(5F with 200 km skew to north)

IV3IV3

VP8VP8

From Guinea 

coast to D4
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44 = IV3 beaming 220° to 61S 89W  15000 km = IV3 beaming 220° to 61S 89W  15000 km 
going to cross 138° ray from KH6 over VP8 at 12800 kmgoing to cross 138° ray from KH6 over VP8 at 12800 km
Parallel to the terminatorParallel to the terminator

IV3IV3

Magnetic EquatorMagnetic Equator

Crossing Crossing 
over VP8over VP8
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44 –– hypothesis with hypothesis with path skewingpath skewing (red line) and  (red line) and  ductingducting
left: from KH6 on 138° ray with ductleft: from KH6 on 138° ray with duct–– right: from IV3 on 220° rayright: from IV3 on 220° ray

Duct
Duct

Great Circle

Great Circle
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Thus, in conclusion, and according to Proplab: Thus, in conclusion, and according to Proplab: 
could this be the most probable path as from could this be the most probable path as from 
hypothesis nr. 2hypothesis nr. 2 ? ? (from (from DXAtlasDXAtlas: shadows are FoF2 contours): shadows are FoF2 contours)

88°88° 75°75°
68°68°

270°270°



Summary   Summary   from IV3PRK  (46.1N 13.1E)  to  KH6  (20.6N 157.5Wfrom IV3PRK  (46.1N 13.1E)  to  KH6  (20.6N 157.5W

1)1) 350° 350° -- short path through the polar cap is possible, as expected, short path through the polar cap is possible, as expected, 
only with low numbersonly with low numbers during the low solar cycleduring the low solar cycle
nn But the signal apparently does not come from that direction: somBut the signal apparently does not come from that direction: some e 

scatter mechanismscatter mechanism??

2)2) 300° 300° -- supposed path over W4, seems not to work as the rays supposed path over W4, seems not to work as the rays 
are skewed on opposite directions are skewed on opposite directions 
nn More feasible a path going up, around the aurora belt to meet thMore feasible a path going up, around the aurora belt to meet the e 

typical shorttypical short--path ray from KH6.path ray from KH6.

3)3) 270° 270° -- over northern S.A., appears to be the best one, over northern S.A., appears to be the best one, alongalong the the 
same same gradients of low ionizationgradients of low ionization, with the right skewing on both , with the right skewing on both 
sides and a good ducting on the Pacific side which reduces some sides and a good ducting on the Pacific side which reduces some 
of the absorptions on a 18.000 km pathof the absorptions on a 18.000 km path
nn Does trigonometry match the two rays over the Caribbean?Does trigonometry match the two rays over the Caribbean?

4)4) 220° 220° -- parallel to terminator (but 1600 km or 1.30 hour distant), parallel to terminator (but 1600 km or 1.30 hour distant), 
is an impossible 25000 km path is an impossible 25000 km path acrossacross many steep many steep gradients in gradients in 
the highly ionized areasthe highly ionized areas of the southern hemisphere.of the southern hemisphere.

June 2005, Pierluigi “Luis” Mansutti, IV3PRKJune 2005, Pierluigi “Luis” Mansutti, IV3PRK
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Appendix B to part 4b Appendix B to part 4b –– 160 m. evening path160 m. evening path aanalysisnalysis
fromfrom IK2DFZIK2DFZ (45.3N 9.1E)  to(45.3N 9.1E)  to KH6KH6 (20.6N 157.5W)(20.6N 157.5W)

QSO with KH6CC on QSO with KH6CC on 
januaryjanuary 11, 2005 11, 2005 
at 16.41 Zat 16.41 Z

nn 43 minutes after sunset 43 minutes after sunset 
in Milan and 27 minutes in Milan and 27 minutes 
before sunrise on Hawaiibefore sunrise on Hawaii

nn SSN: 31  SSN: 31  -- A Ind.: 13    A Ind.: 13    
Solar Flux: 94Solar Flux: 94

nn The most reliable path The most reliable path 
results to be the results to be the 
typical Shorttypical Short--Path with Path with 
eastward skewingeastward skewing
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Prop7R : Prop7R : from IK2DFZ a KH6 Short Pathfrom IK2DFZ a KH6 Short Path -- 11/01/2005 11/01/2005 –– SSN: 31SSN: 31
Path possibility is given via ducting and 25°/30° skewing, with Path possibility is given via ducting and 25°/30° skewing, with a 29° a 29° 
radiation angle. radiation angle. Probability is only of one day per month with very weak Probability is only of one day per month with very weak 
signals rising fromsignals rising from 16.30 to 16.45 Z16.30 to 16.45 Z
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PropLabPropLab: from IK2DFZ (45.3N 9.1E to KH6 (20.6N 157.5W) 11/01 : from IK2DFZ (45.3N 9.1E to KH6 (20.6N 157.5W) 11/01 -- 16.40z16.40z
Sweeping angles: Sweeping angles: 5°5° (signal lost after 4 E layer (signal lost after 4 E layer reflrefl.) .) –– 15°15° (gets into ducting with too (gets into ducting with too 
much skew  and does not find the way to get out on KH6) much skew  and does not find the way to get out on KH6) –– 25°25° (lost after 1500 km.)(lost after 1500 km.)
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PropLabPropLab: from IK2DFZ (45.3N 9.1E to KH6 (20.6N 157.5W) 11/01 : from IK2DFZ (45.3N 9.1E to KH6 (20.6N 157.5W) 11/01 -- 16.40z16.40z
Sweeping angles: Sweeping angles: 10°10° (low altitude ducting but perforates at 10.000km) (low altitude ducting but perforates at 10.000km) –– 15°15° (gets into (gets into 
ducting over 200 km. with too much eastward skewing) ducting over 200 km. with too much eastward skewing) –– 20°20° (lost (lost afteroaftero 1500 km.)1500 km.)
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PropLabPropLab:: plasma frequencies lookingplasma frequencies looking
from IK2DFZ towards KH6 via North Polefrom IK2DFZ towards KH6 via North Pole

IK2DFZIK2DFZ KH6CCKH6CC

North PoleNorth Pole
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PropLabPropLab: reversed from  KH6 (20.6N 157.5W) to IK2DFZ (45.3N 9.1E : reversed from  KH6 (20.6N 157.5W) to IK2DFZ (45.3N 9.1E 
Sweep angles: Sweep angles: 5°5° (possible with 9 E reflections!) (possible with 9 E reflections!) –– 15°15° (ducting with too (ducting with too 
much skewing) much skewing) –– 25°25° (gets out of the screen) (gets out of the screen) 
-- almost the same results as seen from IK2 side. almost the same results as seen from IK2 side. 
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PropLabPropLab: : map of the critical frequencies (FoF2) with superimposed map of the critical frequencies (FoF2) with superimposed 
the path from IK2 to KH6the path from IK2 to KH6 ––short pathshort path-- which matches the sunset which matches the sunset GrayGray--line of line of 
January, 11January, 11 (but we see too much ionization around it at that time ….)(but we see too much ionization around it at that time ….)
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PropLabPropLab: : polar map of FoF2 polar map of FoF2 (yet another vision)(yet another vision)
White lineWhite line: short: short--path IK2path IK2--KH6 KH6 –– Red lineRed line: short: short--path with eastward skewing, path with eastward skewing, 
keeping out of the aurora oval and going through a lower ionizedkeeping out of the aurora oval and going through a lower ionized region.region.
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DX AtlasDX Atlas : January, 11 : January, 11 –– at 16.41 Zat 16.41 Z
IK2 IK2 –– KH6 path exactly along the grayKH6 path exactly along the gray--line: beaming 346°line: beaming 346°

It looks like It looks like 
an ideal one,an ideal one,
but that’s only true but that’s only true 
on 40 or 80 meters on 40 or 80 meters 

It does NOT WORK It does NOT WORK 
on 160 !on 160 !
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DX AtlasDX Atlas : January, 11 : January, 11 –– at 16.41 Zat 16.41 Z
The most reliable IK2 The most reliable IK2 –– KH6 shortKH6 short--path path with eastward skewingwith eastward skewing

nn The signal turns The signal turns 
around the around the 
aurora ovalaurora oval

nn and crosses a and crosses a 
region well in the region well in the 
deep dark with deep dark with 
lower ionizationlower ionization

nn but higher losses but higher losses 
with more noise with more noise 
and disturbs and disturbs 
originated in originated in 
NorthNorth--Eastern Eastern 
EuropeEurope


